replacing

and using Kramer’s opacity law (bf & ff),

replacing

and using Kramer’s opacity law (bf & ff),

transition point (0) is where (non-rel.) degenerate e- pressure = pressure of ideal gas:

from:

- outer layers: diffusion approximation to radiative transfer:

- we therefore can assume a non-degenerate outer layer, in which T drops very sharply,
isolating the degenerate, isothermal interior from outer space; we simplify this even further
by assuming a discontinuous transition from degeneracy 2/3
to non-degeneracy (ideal gas)
at point with subscript 0.

- outermost, less-degenerate layers, however, where  is small, dominant energy transport
is provided by radiation or convection, which is much less efficient than conduction.

1/3
- degenerate e- in WD core provide high thermal conductivity, which, together with
low L
produce a very small T, i.e. degenerate core is essentially isothermal.

.

0 ≈ 103 gcm-3 (<< c).

T0 ≈ 4.2 …16x106 K (= isothermal T in interior),

Note: WD with more massive envelopes & higher T have larger radii up to 50%.

1

0.01

non-degenerate envelope <1%R
WD radius well approximated by integrating over whole
degeneracy as long as Teff is small (i.e. Teff ≈ 0 = cold EOS approximation).

with

Estimate of radial extension R-r0 of non-degenerate envelope from T-r () relation (KWW Ch.11.3.4):

For M =1M and typical values L=(10-4…10-2)L

This (rather simple) relation between L and T0 will be important for deriving cooling time for WD.

- for a typical composition & value for 0 :
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Border: ideal – degenerate (non-rel.)

The equation of state of stellar matter
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REMINDER:
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transition point (0) is where (non-rel.) degenerate e- pressure = pressure of ideal gas:

(KWW: 11.3.1)

from:

- outer layers: diffusion approximation to radiative transfer:

- we therefore can assume a non-degenerate outer layer, in which T drops very sharply,
isolating the degenerate, isothermal interior from outer space; we simplify this even further
by assuming a discontinuous transition from degeneracy to non-degeneracy (ideal gas)
at point with subscript 0.

- outermost, less-degenerate layers, however, where  is small, dominant energy transport
is provided by radiation or convection, which is much less efficient than conduction.

- degenerate e- in WD core provide high thermal conductivity, which, together with low L
produce a very small T, i.e. degenerate core is essentially isothermal.
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& from

compression increases Fermi energy EF of e- :

We have (with

,

,

In WD e- are degenerate and an increase of Ei leads to a different distribution between Ee and Eion
such that ions release about as much thermal energy by cooling as the WD loses by radiation.

In normal stars (both and ions are non-degenerate), loss of energy (L>0) leads to heating
which corresponds to a negative gravothermal heat c* < 0 (total energy is negative: -Eg/2); i.e.
½ of Eg is radiated away & the other ½ to heat the gas, i.e. to increase Ei=Ee+Eion ~ T.

e-

together

, and an increase of internal energy

,

, and the energy equation

i.e. L>0 (loss of energy) requires contraction,
which is also the case for (non-degenerate) stars.

The total energy is then
with the virial theorem leads to

the energy balance

becomes:

The evolution tends finally to a cold black dwarf; then the contraction has stopped and all of
the internal energy Ei is in the form of Fermi energy EF of the e-.

Note that in spite of the decreasing Eion, the internal energy Ei rises, since

The contraction is then seen to be the consequences of the decreasing ion pressure.

Ions release about as much thermal energy by cooling as the WD loses by radiation!

With

(Pe dominates)

nearly all the energy released by contraction is used to raise EF of e- !

If WD is already cool:
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relativistic case

non-relativistic case

consists of contributions from e- and ions;

White dwarfs

where u is the internal energy per unit mass.

is an average of

and the (total) internal energy

Potential energy in the gravitational field is (Eg < 0)

- to address this question we make use of the virial theorem (KWW Ch 3.1)

- so, if there are no thermonuclear reactions, then what energy sources supply the energy
losses by radiation in a normal WD?

White dwarfs
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would show unstable burning (thermal runaway), because c* > 0 in degenerate matter (=0), i.e.
main contribution to luminosity of normal WD cannot be generated by thermonuclear reactions,
as pointed out first by L. Mestel (1952): stable burning in nearly cold configurations only
by pycnonuclear reactions near T=0.

with

Moreover, (secular) stability considerations (in degenerate matter; KWW Ch. 25.3.5)

i.e. an observed luminosity L ≤ 10-3 L allows only

- for which L would be for M = 1M:

- relatively high internal T = 106…107 K sets limit to possible H - content in interior.
For typical average values T=5x106 K & =106 gcm-3 we obtain (pp chain)

Thermal properties and Evolution

2

Contribution from the latent
heat qs, which is generally
small (<5% of total L).

T0 is T @ transition point where Pe=Pideal of
radiative (non-degenerate) outer layers.

This is the cooling time , as obtained first by L. Mestel (1952).

This equation can now be integrated from t =0 (when T was much higher) to the present time t =:

and obtain

We now insert

We therefore approximate cv ≈ cion , and the energy equation describing L is determined by
the change of the internal energy of the ions only.

 ≈ 109 y .
 ≈ 2 x 109 y .

and Z.

from

Moreover, at small M () & large T (and Z) the electron contribution
for T=107 K , M=0.5M and a CO core we get

becomes important, e.g.,

Also, the specific heat cv is also very important: larger values will result in longer cooling times .

Note that  increases for massive WDs and the lighter the main element is.

For CO-WDs, A≈14, M=1M & L=10-4 L

For A=4, M=1M & L=10-3 L

Cooling time  (L. Mestel 1952):

White dwarfs

is rather small for small values of

Simple theory of WD cooling

The ratio (for x<<1)

White dwarfs

energy absorbed in convective
region M driven by RayleighTaylor instability, where

For degenerate e- gas (Chandrasekhar 1939):

For ideal ion gas:

where we assumed an isothermal interior
with T=T0.

Integration over whole star (mass), neglecting not only nuc & , but also volume change (last term)

We start with the energy released by gravitational contraction (time-dependent terms):

Simple theory of WD cooling

energy released in crystallized layer
as a result of the changing concentration
of oxygen Xo.

energy releases per gram of crystallized matter due to change in X (Isern et al. 1997):

energy released by chemical
re-adjustment, stored in form
of chemical potentials; X0 is
abundance by mass of heavier
component (O) of the WD core,
consisting of two species, e.g.
C & O; Ms is mass at boundary
of solid core.

We start with the energy released by gravitational contraction (need to include all time-dependence):

White dwarfs
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, but cv is influenced by crystallization.

ion plasma frequency

is the Debye temperature defined by

Lsurf … surface luminosity (losses)
Lpp … H-burning (pp)
LCNO … H-burning (CNO)
LHe … He burning
Lneu … neutrino losses
Lgravo …release of thermal (ion)
and gravitational potential

Mestel (1952)

initial M=2M (Z=0.01)

LHe is never an important energy source.

At ~ 109y: crystallization and convection sets in;
this phase is shown in the next figure.

At ~ 107y: Lneu sink fades away and WD is now
in the phase where Mestel’s cooling law applies;
thermal energy of ions only energy source!

Few 105y: Lneu losses more important than
photon emission for cooling (Lneu~5Lsurf), and
energy results completely from gravothermal
energy Lgrav, gained from internal energy of the
core.

After ~104y: H-shell extinguishes rapidly; WD
begins to cool & gets fainter.

Early stage: Lsurf dominated by CNO burning (pp
essentially negligible everywhere) and Lgrav
balances Lneu losses.
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where

Cooling of CO WD from PN stage
to very cool WD (Althaus etal. 2010)

characteristic energy
of lattice oscillations

(ii)

(i)

Properties of ions depend on two dimensionless quantities:

For small T ions dominate completely:

Tm

ideal ion gas: Cv=3k/2

Cv increases, because of additional degrees
of freedom since E can go into lattice oscill.,
with max 3k when plasma crystallizes @ T=Tm.

, a condition which is met in typical CO WDs.

lattice melting
temperature

includes latent
heat term

include latent
heat term & phase transition
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These variations in cv affect cooling time  (increase by ~10%).

Cooling of CO WD model during
crystallization phase. Solid curve
includes latent heat term; dashed
curve includes additionally effect
of phase separation

gradually fewer oscill.
are excited and Cv
even drops below
3k/2 @ T= ;
for T 0 Cv~T 3.

Lattice oscillations only possible if

Debye temperature:
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Simple theory of WD cooling: the effect of cv
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Age of galactic disk in solar neighbourhood: ~ 8 Gy .

Then, the luminosity function should show a sudden cutoff
indicating the age of the oldest WDs and thus the oldest stars
in the observed sample.

Since WD evolution slows down with time, it is to be expected
that the number of observed WDs is increasing with decreasing
luminosity (luminosity function).

Cooling time can be connected with observed number of WD
as a function of L (Mbol).
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